
FORMAT  FOR  DOING  A  

MESSAGES  READING

OR  MEDITATION

The advantage of having a regular routine when you 

perform a reading or meditation is that it becomes a 

priming tool and creates strong signals to our mind 

that we are accessing information with our intuitive 

abilities.  You will ease into the subtle shift required 

when you are increasingly comfortable with the the 

methods that bring your body into a ready to receive 

state. 
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1. Choose a spot! 

Do your meditations and readings in the same 

place, the same room and even the same chair. 

Decide if you work better with slightly dimmed 

lights or in the dark to begin with. 

Many people light a candle to assist with some 

light. There’s no rule about candles though they 

are popular.  However, there is not spiritual reason 

for it unless you have assigned one.  If you believe 

or like the idea  it will expel negative energies or 

keep the room energetically clean than that is so. 

 I like to stare at the flame of a candle to blank 

and relax my mind as part of the preparation 

process before a client comes. And it does create 

ambiance.  

http://amybethkatz.wixsite.com/livingdreamspress
http://amybethkatz.wixsite.com/livingdreamspress


2. Be comfortable.   

Try to sit in a chair in a relaxed position where 

you’ll be comfortable for 20-30 minutes.  It’s ideal 

to place feet on the floor, your right hand on your 

right thigh and left hand on your left thigh.  Some 

people choose to sit cross legged with the same 

hand positions and that is fine. Others find the 

hands in this position are distracting.   

3.  Close your eyes. 

In the beginning, getting information with your 

eyes closed permits you to be less distracted by 

physical information that you take in with your 2 

physical eyes.  As you progress, you will be able to 

see in your mind’s eye with eyes open and a 

softened, unfocused gaze. But it’s never necessary 

to do a reading with eyes open so play with that 

when you are feeling more comfortable with 

many of the other skills you’ve learned in this 

series first. 

4. Breathe. 

Inhale and exhale with some  nice, deep,

comfortable breaths and continue them as you 

recite in your mind an opening statement. 

5. (surprise) Use an Opening Statement:  Almighty 

God, Universe, Source, Self (insert what you feel 

most comfortable with here) I ask you and thank 

you for your continued protection, guidance and 

healing. 
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5. continued... 

With this statement you are: 

Showing gratitude for what you receive 

Affirming you do indeed receive it with your 

thanks 

Acknowledge that it’s a protected space, working 

with only beings with the highest intentions 

vibration and love, 

That it’s a space for healing 

The power of repeating an opening statement is 

that each time it creates a thoughtform that has 

assigned meaning associated with it.  The power 

of repeating a statement builds up energy in a 

person's psyche and becomes powerful.  The 

repetition of an opening statement on a regular 

basis can clear our minds, energy fields and 

matter from space. 

6.  Optional:  I thank you and ask you to send 

absentee healing or love, to the following people 

so they may be healthy and whole again.  Go 

ahead and recite their names in your mind.   

7.  Use a countdown. 

After your opening statements are complete, it is 

usually a great idea to count down from 100 to 0 

by 10’s or by 5’s while breathing comfortably and 

visualizing each number in your mind’s eye.   
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7. continued... 

Again this contributes to priming your mind to 

start seeing internally, relaxing into it, pushing 

thoughts away as they pop up during the count 

down or blocking out most other thoughts 

because you are focused on counting. 

8. Imagine a place where you feel closest to All 

that Is, God, Peace, your Guides. 

Really create this space and see it in your minds 

eye. Add as much detail as you can. 

9.  Ask for purification energy to crown chakra: 

Ask your guides to come forward and give you 

pure, clean energy to your knowing centre or 

chakra on the top of your  head, in the middle of 

your crown.  See that light pouring in and around 

you, filling up your entire head, neck, shoulders, 

torso and lower body. Then continue to see that 

light moving out of you through the bottoms of 

your feet, out from your hands and legs  and 

recycling back in.  Remembering light and 

information travels in and out of you, through 

you. 

10.  Ask for purification energy to your 6th chakra 

or 3rd eye: 

Picture a bluish bright light coming in as a 

cylinder, surrounded by a white light to open and 

clean your 3rd eye. If you begin to see images, it’s 

a great sign that this centre is open and ready to 

receive. 
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11. Create a blank screen or chalkboard. 

For your own meditations, visualize this screen 

and then you may either wait and see what 

information your guides have for you or ask a 

specific questionI Observe images, sounds, 

thoughts and patiently,  let them run their 

natural course. ** 

12.  Give it a few minutes. 

If after several minutes you find you are not 

getting anything and feel distracted, place an 

image like a door, or a crystal such as a diamond 

on the screen.  Focus on that image and observe 

from there. 

13.  Allow 20-30 minutes with each exercise or 

meditation. 

14.  Gently open your eyes when you are done. 

Write down any images, thoughts, scenarios or 

flashes of symbols that you observed in the order 

you observed them. 

15.  Interpret messages and symbols - with 

dictionary words and personal significance using 

connecting words that make meaningful 

sentences to you. 
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15. continued... 

Example:  Images seen:   blue butterfly,  a white 

flower,  near a white house. 

So we’ve got:  blue  Butterfly   white flower  white 

house 

Using symbols dictionary:: 

Blue: Need to receive healing   Butterfly: 

transformation   White: Highest Source   Flower: 

Growth  White Highest Source House: place of 

stability 

Next add some connecting words. This takes 

practice and patience.   

Possibilities: “ There is a need to receive healing 

which will lead to a transformation and growth 

from the highest source which leads to having 

stability with the Highest Source.” 

Now you can look at it going another layer 

down.   

“There is healing you need to receive that will 

transform you into growth that is coming from 

the Highest source (your Higher Self, Your work 

with your Guides, your highest path) and and 

working with this the High Sources (high 

energies/vibrations etc) brings you stability.” 
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16.  Think about your message carefully and take 

time. 

A common reaction is to get frustrated or draw a 

blank at what your message means.  Think about 

it and ask yourself: “What is the first thing that 

comes to mind for me when I see a piggy bank?” 

Try not to give up too quickly with this as 

confidence comes with...Practice. 

17. Keep an updated symbols dictionary. 

You may get symbols repeatedly that will mean 

something for you whether you’re reading for 

yourself or others.  For example, I will see a 

snapping alligator’s mouth and I know from 

experience of stringing messages together, it 

means anger.  For someone else their association 

with that image could be totally different.  Keep 

a record of established symbols and even make 

an agreement with your guides that when you 

see that again, you will associate it with ‘X’. 


